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		OER with Adaptive Learning 
for OpenStax Textbooks	
		Empower OpenStax textbooks with OER content, course customization, large algorithmic question banks, and rich adaptive learning features. 
		   Read more >> 
	   




    



    
   	
		
		Personalized Learning for K12 Students	
		Ready to use practices from Pre-Algebra 1 to Calculus, including Geometry, Trigonometry, Precalculus, Probability, Statistics, and Finite Math.
		   Read more >> 
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                        eMath is a next generation intelligent courseware and open authoring platform that has helped tens of thousands of students learn faster
                        and achieve better outcomes.  



                        eMath has ready-to-use and completely customizable developmental and gateway math courses. eMath provides students with real-time intelligent content and personalized learning help adapted to their individual needs. 


                        eMath's open content authoring and delivery platform allows authors to customize and improve institution-specific learning programs. 


                        eMath supports instructor-led adaptive learning and student self-paced personalized learning. eMath has been used in traditional, blended, and purely online course delivery settings.


                        
                                            
                            

                            
eMath is created by a team of veteran educators, LMS, and adaptive learning experts with the following objectives: 
                        	Help each student learn most effectively in everyday study by providing real-time task-specific, outcome-driven, and need-based personalized content and learning help;
	Support and augment instructors by allowing complete controls over the course structure, learning objectives, learning content, activities, and assessments;
	Maximize technology flexibility and efficiency to make institution-specific adaptive learning programs effective and economical.


                    

                    

                            
                                Our Vision: Building the most teacher, student, and outcome centric learning technology company.
                            

                            
                                Our Mission: Enable students to master any subject they want to so they can be the best they can and pursue their dreams.
                            

                          
                        

                    

                

                
          
                    
                        
                            

                            
                                eMath is designed to support and augment instructors, NOT dictate or replace them. eMath magnifies the instructor’s impact in the classroom and on students. eMath gives instructors full controls, if desired, 
                                over the course structure, learning objectives, learning content, activities, and assessments. 
                            

                            
                                eMath has unique flexibilities to support "instructor-led" adaptive learning. eMath is the only adaptive learning system that gives instructors the freedom to teach what and how they want to. eMath allows instructors to manage assignment-specific adaptive learning features for every assignment. 
                            

                            
                               eMath focuses on knowledge mastery and outcome. Instructors can set target performance and knowledge mastery levels on learning activities and assessments. Personal knowledge mastery status is continuously updated and automatically aggregated 
                               into customizable course hierarchy and objectives and used for remedial recommendations and interventions.
                            

                            
                                eMath provides instructors with a rich set of real-time analytics and actionable recommendations for differentiated teaching and intervention. Online reports include summative, formative, knowledge mastery, at-risk, and item analysis reports. 
                            

                            
                    

                

                
                    
                        eMath has helped tens of thousands of college students learn faster and achieve better outcomes (1-2 grade levels better). It helps you learn in the most productive manner, get better grades, and achieve your educational goals while saving you time and money.
                    

                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            eMath Helps You Succeed – eMath’s real-time analytic reports and personalized recommendations keep you on top of your learning progress. Its instant remedial reviews and practices help you gain immediate improvements. Personalized study guides and test-prep practices enable you to get ready for your tests and achieve better results.

                            eMath Saves You Time – eMath is fully aligned with your classroom instruction and assessment. What you learn and practice on eMath directly translates to your in-class performance. eMath’s personalized reports, remedial study guides, and targeted practices all help you focus on your weaknesses, so you can study the most productively.

                            eMath Saves You Money – with open textbooks and intelligent content, eMath saves you money. You have unlimited access to personalized learning content, study guides, test-prep practices, and intelligent tutoring so you don’t have to hire a tutor or attend a special study program.

                            eMath Helps You Learn and Retain What You Have Learned – With a balanced approach on both conceptual and procedural masteries, eMath drives knowledge mastery at every interaction of your learning experience. A better mastery of concepts, assisted by eMath, has been credited for much improved test scores by many of your fellow students. 

                             So, go ahead, log-in to eMath and start your most productive journey to success.

                            
                        

                    

                


                
                    
                    
                           eMath’s customizable adaptive courses are built on its technology platform,
			   Celerity. Celerity is a highly efficient and configurable adaptive learning platform 
                           designed with the end goals of maximum flexibility and efficiency for adaptive learning. 
                           It allows institutions to completely customize eMath’s adaptive courses or develop their own, at a fraction of the time and costs required by other similar technologies. 


			    For institutions interested in developing their own programs, instructors, content designers and authors can create, adopt, and customize intelligent content and assessments from any source, including open source content. They can then create customized courses using these assets, and publish customized e-books and print books for their specific programs. All assets can be easily shared and reused later.

                            In addition to tracking, analyzing student data and automating personalized learning similar to some other adaptive learning technologies, Celerity’s flexible "open" platform supports instructor-led adaptive learning with real-time assignment-specific adaptive learning features and recommendations for every instructor-created assignment, including any learning activity and assessment. Instructors have the freedom to teach what and how they want to.

                           Celerity’s content agnostic technology can be applied to any learning subject very efficiently, and supports cross-disciplinary and competency-based implementations.
                           
                        

                        

                    
                

                
                    
                        Destinee Harris

                        “Ever since elementary school I have struggled with Mathematics. Numerous tutoring
                        sessions, after school labs, and one on one time with the teachers always left me
                        in the same position that I started in. The problem followed me all the way to college.
                        The Finite instructor at Ivy Tech Community college introduced the class to eMath
                        and advised that we should use it as a tool in addition to the lecture. Considering
                        my history with math I was more than a bit skeptical. On the first exam I received
                        a C with the assistance of e Math. I know that it wasn't the best score but considering
                        the circumstances, I was satisfied. Keeping up with my home work and completing
                        my eMath consistently led me to travel upward in grades. I went from C's to B's
                        and excitingly an A. The A was on the last exam before the final. I know that while
                        I have eMath to aid me in preparation that success cannot be too far behind. EMath
                        breaks down the steps, constructs personalized study guides, and allows the student
                        to move at their own pace. I am thankful to my instructor for allowing the class
                        to use this great tool. Hopefully, all who have a math course, will have a teacher
                        who recommends this because eMath helped me.”
                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                        

                        
                            Jesse VanBlaricum

                            eMath is awesome, I would have done very poor in the class without EMATH ! Really
                            liked this tool. eMath needs to be required in ALL math courses period!! This helped
                            me out so much, and I hope I can use this program in Calculus.
                            

                            

                            Jodee Bowles

                            Thank you so much! eMath has taken my grade from B's or C's to A's. It's the best
                            program I've had (and this is my 5th math class!!!!). Thank you guys for preparing
                            me for every test so that I can make A's in math, even though I'm not a math person.
                            :)
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                    eMath Open Textbooks
                

                    eMath offers open textbooks in the format of free online ebooks and inexpensive printed books. With eMath's open content platform, 
                    instructors and authors can use eMath's open content to configure, edit, and publish curriculum specific textbooks.
                    

                    
                    Create your textbook now!


                    
 
                    
                
                

            

            
                

                    OpenStax Textbooks
                

                        eMath supports open textbooks from OpenStax with tens of thousands of algorithmic questions, a robust set of tools for managing courses and assignments, and personalized learning recommendations and remediation.
                    
More Detail...

                    

                    
                
                

            
 
            
                

                     Customizable Learning Flow
                

                       eMath allows instructors to configure different types of learning activities for an integrated learning flow of learning, practice, review, reinforcement, and remediation to suit their course design and different pedagogical approaches.
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                The eMath SAT Math online course includes topic review, practices, diagnostic and
                sample tests.

            
                eMath uses artificial intelligence technical to analyze what you know and don’t
                know. All practice and test problems have numerous different versions and are automatically
                scored and analyzed. The system will provide you personalized review and practices
                to help you to focus your study on your weakness.
            

            
                Using eMath, you will save time and money and improve your score quickly.
            

            
                Key Features

            	Topic review covers all tested concepts and skills. There are many sample questions
                    for you to practice.
	Check out test strategy and skills to get as much points as you can! 
	Use unit online practices to find out what you know and don’t know. You can take
                    these practices many times because all questions are algorithmic and have different
                    versions.
	Personalized review guides and practices focus on your weakness. eMath generated
                    review and practices based on your work. It provides you detailed information on
                    concepts and skills for you to review and let you practice on sample questions to
                    better master required skills.
	Gain valuable experience by taking different sample tests to know where you stand
                    and make yourself ready for the test.
	You can find detailed solutions and answers for all questions on the site. 
	The most economic solutions you can find on the market today. Instead of paying
                    hundreds of dollars, you pay no more than the registration fee 


            
                Free trial with eMath SAT beta

            	For a limited time, you can take a free trial on the beta version of the SAT course
                    as follows:


            
                1. Go to www.emath.com and register as a student. Then log in.

                2. After login the system, click “Course Catalog”. Enter the Class Code 7GQPU3.
                

                3. Click the link “Upgrade to Full Course”. On the next page, click “Enter Registration
                Code”. Then enter above registration code SAT12-TRIAL-12345.
            

            
                
            

        

    

    
    
    

